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Message from the 

Executive Director 

Putting the patient or client at the centre
of a treatment or healthcare model is key
to excellence. The core value behind
person centred care according to
Institute of Medicine is "Providing care
that is respectful of, and responsive to,
individual patient preferences, needs and
values, and ensuring that patient values
guide all clinical decisions.” Yet
somehow, it feels less person centered
as healthcare becomes more complex.
 
In a client centred model, my expressed
needs would be met. Family and friends
would be involved. I would receive
coordinated, integrated care, with
information and education that I need to
make the best decisions. There would be
appropriate continuity and transition
between health systems and services. 
I would have access, in a timely manner,
to what I needed, when I needed it 
 
So why is something so important still

elusive in Canada? Last year, we

celebrated that Mosaic Home Care &

Community Resource Centres was

recognized by an international body for

excellence in patient centred care.
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By Elizabeth Nykorowytsch

Macnab, CHRL
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OSSCO is very proud to have Mosaic
Home Care & Community Resource
Centres as one of our supporters. Yet,
this agency is not part of the LHIN
home care model. I suspect it is due to
their patient centred care being greater
than what we are accustomed to in
Ontario.
 
As my husband transitions to end stage
of life, I carry a burden of sadness and
grief. It is not just for the upcoming loss
of a beloved partner of 34 years, but
the last 16 months, he has received
very little patient centred care. While
Erie Shores Health Care and Bayshore
nursing teams shine in patient centred
care, the same cannot be said for
Windsor Cancer Care Centre, or the
hospital's two emergency rooms. Once
he waited for 9 hours with deep second
degree burns and he suffered severe
cancer related pain for 11 hours in an
emergency room before being seen
another time.  
 
It is a federal election year. While health

care delivery is provincial, it is time to

ask the federal government to step up

and ensure that all provinces buy into

the basic values of patient centred care.

We want all Canadians to receive the

same gold standard of patient care

regardless of where you live.
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Enjoy Your Retirement

Years with a Lifestyle

Concierge

Discerning Seniors is a unique

concierge service that helps

seniors and their families, by

identifying where support is

needed and how to get it.

 

Many seniors perceive aging as

a sign of weakness because it

requires asking for help. But in

fact, asking for help and

planning for one’s retirement

years are signs of strength and

maturity. They can also help

seniors avoid loneliness — one

of the biggest struggles of

aging. 

 

Discerning Seniors is a unique

concierge service that helps

seniors and their families

navigate through various

lifestyle options. It helps identify

areas of support, create a

bespoke plan with vetted

services, and even put the plan

in action. Whether it’s finding

the right retirement home, 

By Discerning Seniors

 

A Primer on Person

Centered Care
By Jane Teasdale, Business

Development Director, Mosaic

Home Care

understanding the wider person,

their history, their preferences, their

environment and social

circumstances. This empathic

(empathy) relationship is central to

person centered care.  

Person centered care recognises

the personhood of all those

involved in care including family

caregivers, medical staff and

service providers. It is aware not

just of the wider person but also the

wider system that provides social

and emotional and personal

supports. 

 

Communication is with the person,

not the patient, which we feel

frames the interaction as one illness

or disease. The client we feel also

frames care as a transaction

focused on the specific area of

clinical need.  

A focus on the person extends the

view of care to the wider social and

emotional needs, meaningful

communication, social

involvement and interaction with

community. 

Person centered care evolves

along the chain of care, from

physician to home care to the

community. This is a much bigger

system and one we feel that

requires the buy in of all within our

communities. 

 

www.mosaichomecare.com

 coordinating a dream vacation,

or scheduling meal deliveries,

Discerning Seniors caters to

your lifestyle preferences.

 

www.discerningseniorsinc.com

Humans have evolved as social

beings over millions of years.

Our minds, social and

emotional needs, desire for

personal growth and control

over our lives are central to our

existence. When we need care

and medical attention,

however, we risk being viewed

through the lens of the illness

alone, as if our identities are no

longer of value. Person

centered care recognises that

influences on health extend

well beyond the clinical task.

You cannot treat the body

and the mind without caring for,

interacting with and 

Lori Germain          Leigh Merlo

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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Improving the culture

of long-term care for

LGBTQ seniors

Picture this: you’re a personal

support worker at a long-term

care home. One of the

residents, an elderly man with

dementia, begins to show

romantic affection for his male

roommate, who is married to a

woman. It dawns on you the

resident has been closeted until

now—but his actions are

making both the roommate and

his wife uncomfortable. What

do you do?

 

That’s the type of scenario

Rabbi Sara Paasche-Orlow

might use in a training session.

The director of spiritual care at

Hebrew SeniorLife in Boston,

Massachusetts, Paasche-Orlow

spearheads an initiative called

Aging Out. The project

disseminates best practices in

LGBTQ aging, health, and

dementia care, through 

By Centre for Aging and Brain

Health Innovation, Powered by

Baycrest

specialized training for point-of-

care, spiritual care, and other

staff. 

 

With funding from the Centre for

Aging + Brain Health Innovation

(CABHI), powered by Baycrest,

Paasche-Orlow is bringing that

expertise to Baycrest and other

long-term care facilities. 

 

The collaboration with Baycrest

began in early 2018 with

training sessions for spiritual

care staff about safety,

sensitivity, confidentiality, and

other issues specific to LGBTQ

individuals with dementia.

Similar educational workshops

were later held for other staff,

including point-of-care workers

and management. The project

team is also developing an e-

learning module.

 

“As people with dementia are no

longer able to control how they

present in the world, they

suddenly become much more

vulnerable,” Paasche-Orlow

says. “It’s across the board no

matter who you are, but

particularly for LGBTQ seniors

because of social stigma.” 

 

Learn more at www.cabhi.com

New Ways of Thinking

About Care
By AdvantAge Ontario

AdvantAge Ontario members –
charitable, non-profit and
municipal providers – are leading
the way when it comes to
innovation in seniors’ care. They
pioneered many of the programs
and services that are
commonplace today including
meals on wheels, respite care
services, day programs, special
care for those living with
Alzheimer’s disease, and many
more. 
 
This holds true for the new models
of emotion-focused care that are
transforming the way we think
about caring for our aging
population. The Butterfly Model
and Green House are two such
approaches that have rightfully
garnered much attention over the
past few years. They provide a
caring, calming and
compassionate environment and
put the person at the centre. Many
not-for-profits have been
embracing these practices for
years through Montessori,
 
 

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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aging experience. We are the only

provincial association that

represents the full spectrum of the

seniors’ care continuum including

not-for-profit, charitable, and

municipal long term care homes,

seniors’ housing, and seniors

community services.

 

www.advantageontario.ca

A New OSSCO Addition
By Monika Steger, Community and

Members Programs Assistant, OSSCO

volunteer within the Queen’s and

Kingston Community.

 

She volunteered in Kingston

General Hospital’s Elder Life

Program, promoting healthy mind

and body within the older

population. Monika found

working with the senior citizens

was a very rewarding experience,

and believes in the importance of

promoting services specifically

designed for seniors. This spurred

her to continue advocating for

seniors, and others, in her

university career.

 

In her fourth year, she was the Co-

Chair of the Queen’s Arts and

Science Undergraduate Society’s

Alzheimer’s Outreach Committee.

Through this she led a council

committee and volunteer

committee that organized events,

fundraised for, and volunteered

within the Queen’s and Kingston

Communities in support of

Alzheimer’s awareness. This

meaningful experience inspired

her to continue her work

supporting the aging community

this summer.

 

Monika is thrilled to expand her

knowledge about working with

and for Ontario’s elder

community. She is excited to

Eden Alternative and other

approaches. It is wonderful to see

the public and media calling for

more and governments looking

for ways to expand these

programs to more homes.

 

Integrated seniors’ campuses are

another innovative approach to

providing for seniors’ needs.

They take the concept of “aging

in place” and make it a reality by

bringing different kinds of care,

supports and housing together,

resulting in vibrant seniors’

communities where people of

varying levels of need live

together. Campuses often

include long term care, housing

(retirement, life lease, non-profit

or supportive housing), and

community services. This

encourages a better use of

resources, stronger

communication between care

professionals, and smoother

transitions as needs grow.

 

There is great desire and

momentum for change in seniors’

care – both big and small. Not-for-

profits have the history,

experience and expertise to lead

the charge.

 

AdvantAge Ontario has been the

trusted voice for senior care for

100 years. We are community-

based, not-for-profit

organizations dedicated to

supporting the best possible 

Monika has joined the OSSCO

team this June as our Summer

Student in the Community and

Members Program Assistant

Position.

 

Monika has just graduated

Queen’s University with a BScH.

She will be starting Law School

this fall with the hopes of pursuing

Social Justice Law, with a specific

Indigenous focus. While at

Queen’s University Monika was a

very active 

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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Client Centered Care:

It’s Not Just for the

Health Industry

The term ‘client centered care’

is generally understood as one

used in health care, but the

concept can be applied outside

of that context. At OSSCO on

the Workforce Project, we go

further; ‘client centered care’ is

providing our clients a

personalized service really

focusing on the individual’s

need. Many people have their

own interpretation on this; but I

can see this being particularly

applicable when it comes to the

follow-ups and / or coaching in

our Employment Networking

Group workshops.

 

By Jean Raymond Soulodre,

Education Program Associate:

Workforce Project, OSSCO

Dealing with people who are

out of work requires a gentle

touch, especially when they are

over 50 years old. How long

were they employed? Is this

their first job loss? Have they

grieved the loss? They may not

recognize the need to grieve

the job loss. Depending on how

long they have been out of work

they may be suffering

loneliness, be demoralized, and

having lost all feelings of self-

worth. The emotions are almost

akin to loss of a family member

or close friend. It must be

recognized and treated as such.

Without this, the negative

feelings and emotions are not

far away and can be triggered

by a sound, smell, sight, taste or

touch.

 

Respect, Hope, Application

 

Consider a few aspects of

civilized society, beginning with

respect. People need to know

they have value. When

facilitating workshops, I recall

the words of a wise mentor, “If

you look really hard at a

person’s forehead you will see

the inscription: Tell me I’m

important today.” So do it. I

challenge you to do it to three

people, it will mean you will

have had three meaningful

conversations today 

 

Listening is just as important.

Funny thing, humans have one

mouth and two ear, for the reason

that we need to listen twice as

much as we speak. No matter

whom we are, we all want to be

respected, heard and

acknowledged.

 

Hope. People need to know there

is hope. It  is made up of many

entities:  knowing there is a job

out there just for me; having a

network of people to call upon;

taking steps to improve oneself;

sharing with a trusted friend; net

giving and networking.

 

The applications of research,

exercises, conversations, and

sharing of contacts and

knowledge all help to define who

we are and what our passion is.

Finding one’s passion for the job

makes work so much easier.

 

To sum up, client centered care is

all of us helping one another to be

the best we can be. How do I

know this? I’m experienced. In the

words of J. R. R. Tolkien, I have

been “there and back again”; not

alone but with a bevy of

supporters who are in reality

raving fans who share in my

successes. They truly understand

client centered care.

learn more about the meaningful

work being done at OSSCO, and

gain hands-on experience about

how she can make a difference

within the community, especially

in the lives of seniors.

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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Elder Abuse – When

everyone is a warrior to

combat against it
By Nghy Nguyen, Educational

Program Assistant: Learning

Projects, OSSCO

abandonment, and self-

neglect.  

 

In each workshop, participants

will learn about specific abuse

types, how to identify

inappropriate behaviours and

reduce the risk associated with

elder abuse as a result of

isolation, cognitive impairment,

disability and frailty. They will

also learn when to call the

police, the process of police

investigation, laying of charges,

and court procedures. In

addition, they will be educated

on the increased risks of harm

associated with disabilities

either physical or cognitive.

No matter who you are – a

senior, a family of a senior, a

caregiver, a student who will

work with seniors -- equip

yourself with the knowledge of

elder abuse to protect yourself,

seniors around you, and

provide necessary support.

Let’s not allow the word 'elder'

to be associated with abuse

but with respect and care. Let’s

transform Elder Abuse to Elder

BeAUS  (Be an upstanding

supporter).

 

Stay tuned to our upcoming

updates on this project!

From birth, everyone starts off

with emotional, psychological,

and physical well-being. For the

most part we maintain these

through our lifetime no matter

how old we get. The older we

are, the more respect we

deserve to have. Sadly, more

and more elder people are

suffering from abuse. 

 

At OSSCO, we believe that

knowledge on elder abuse is

the primary step to combat

against this issue. We

developed the project “Step Up

To Elder Abuse” to equip older

adults, their caregivers, and

their family members with a

good understanding on 7 types

elder abuse, including physical,

sexual, emotional

(psychological), exploitation

(Financial/material), neglect, 

Lady Info. Inspired,

Informative, Innovative.
By Lady Info, OSSCO

Lady Info will give information

based on personal knowledge on

not very well know centres,

activities, and programs that are

elder inclusive. Are you inspired?

Want a similar program in your

town. Contact Lady Info at OSSCO

and let’s see what we can do!

 

The Central Eglinton Community

Center, or CEC of Toronto, as it is

fondly called, is the home of the

Older Adults program. This 50+

plus program is the are the

meeting place of a friendly, feisty,

and engaged groups of seniors.

“Where New Friends” is the tag line

of the program which hosts a series

of remarkable programs such as a

visit to a dress rehearsal of the

Toronto Ballet, an excursion to the

Textile Museum, a visit to a

Farmers Market, lunch at the Old

Spaghetti Factory, and a view of

the Merrill Collection of Science

Fiction, Speculation, and Fantasy

in the Toronto Reference Library.

Standard programs include Movie

Matiness every week, and a 

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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Ontario seniors are often faced

with chronic and progressive

conditions that require

multiple health social service

providers.   Patient- and family-

centered care is an approach

to the planning, delivery, and

evaluation of health care that

is grounded in

mutually beneficial

partnerships among patients,

families, and health care

providers.

Suggestion Lunch Hour, where

participants offer their ideas for

outing and programs.

Membership is reasonable and

drop ins are available, the

building is wheelchair

accessible, and the location is

user friendly.

 

Like to know more? Like to

have a similar program in your

locality? Contact CEC 416 393

0511 ext 228 or Lady Info at

info@ossco.org.

Patient and Family

Centred Care
By Craig Fossay, Owner

ComForCare

Our wellness is influenced not

only by the clinical or medical

model of care, but our social and

emotional well-being.  As such,

our journey through the health

system can be enhanced if our

care givers understand our life

story, the role of family in our life,

and how they can support us in

recovering from an illness or

disease.

 

In patient- and family-centered

care, patients and families define

their “family” and determine how

they will participate in care and

decision-making. A key goal is to

promote the health and well-

being of individuals and families,

and to make sure needs are

understood and met through

coordinated clinical and

community service planning.

 

Understanding a patient’s unique

strengths, cultural background

and support available from family

is fundamental.  A patient’s needs

for care are determined in

concert with a discussion about

their preferences, and that of the

family.  Options for care are

reviewed, and ultimately a care

plan is created with a sense of

shared ownership among the

patient, family, and health care

provider(s).

OSSCO's Annual
General Meeting:
Thank You! 

Thank you to all of our

speakers, members, and guests

for attending our Annual

General Meeting on Tuesday

June 25, 2019 at the North

York Memorial Community Hall!

We had a great crowd of

insightful people, and we can't

wait for next year's AGM. 

 

Subscribe to our mailing list at

www.ossco.org to be kept in

the loop for other upcoming

events and information. 

Core Concepts of Patient- and

Family-Centered Care

·         Dignity and Respect

·         Information Sharing

·         Participation

·         Collaboration

 

Visit www.comforcare.ca for more

information.

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
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you to appointments. In our

current health care

environment, it’s important to

be your own “historian”. This is

where our Health Narrative is

essential.

 

5. Know your medications and

dosing. Always have a list in

your wallet. Use only one

pharmacy for all your

medications. Question new

medications, a change in

dosage, or a pill that looks

different from what you usually

take. Also know what allergies

you have and wear your medic

alert bracelet. If you take three

or more prescription

medications have an annual

free meds check by your

pharmacist. 

 

4. Be a partner in your plan of

care. This includes being

informed of any changes to the

plan prior to the change.

Remember the definition of

patient-centered care: Nothing

about me, without me. 

 

3. Make sure that all healthcare

providers verify your ID before

giving any medication, or

performing any procedure. It is

a hospital standard that they

should check your identity in

two ways (name, birthday). 

 

 

10 Tips to improve

your health care

experience

10. Speak up! Never be afraid to

speak up, ask a question, or

challenge something that

doesn't look right. Odds are, if

something doesn't look right, it

isn't right. 

 

9. Be informed. Use the Internet

to perform your own research.

Read the info packet given to

you at the hospital. Know your

rights as a patient. Beware Dr

Google! 

 

8. Be flexible. Choose your

battles wisely. A Pro Health

Navigator can help you and your

family navigate the system and

speak for you in tough situations.

 

7. Know the name of each

provider. Know the role that

provider plays (attending,

resident or intern). Use a

notebook for this purpose, and

indicate date/time/place of

events. 

 

6. Ask for a copy of the results of

any procedure and diagnostic

test. Keep in your own medical

file or binder and take it with 

 

 

2. Demand that all providers wash

their hands. Hand hygiene is

everyone’s responsibility.

 

1. Bring support with you. People

forget 90% of what their doctor

tells them within 10 minutes of

leaving the appointment and 88%

of those over 65 don’t fully

understand what their doctor is

saying. The professionals at Pro

Health Navigators Canada can be

your extra set of eyes and ears

and are prepared to make sure

you get the best care possible for

yourself or your loved ones

 

Call 1-905-562-6883 for a free

assessment 

 

Our services include: 

By Pro Health Navigators of

Canada

Advocating for you at medical

appointments and in hospital 

Telephone

preparation/coaching for

upcoming medical

appointments 

Life transition guidance and

management 

Advance Care Planning

discussions 

Family meeting facilitation 

Developing a customized plan

based on your needs

https://twitter.com/OSSCOlearning
https://www.linkedin.com/company/OSSCOlearning
https://www.facebook.com/OSSCOlearning
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